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The goal of this talk

I Logics like Default logic and Autoepistemic logic are
monuments of NMR.

I In “A Critical Reexamination of Default logic, Autoepistemic
logic and Only Knowing”, Halpern (1994) went back to the
original papers, studies the intuitions and how they were
formalized.

I His conclusion is:
I Intuitions are not really precise
I Formalization can lead in different directions.
I E.g., four variations of default logic,

equally consistent with the intuitions expressed by Reiter.

I This anniversary as an occasion for a reexamination of the
foundations.

I Where are we now, 16 years later?
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Reiter (1980) “A logic for default reasoning”, p. 2

“A good deal of what we know about the world is ’almost always
true’, with a few exceptions. Such facts usually assume the form

“Most P’s are Q’s”

How are such facts to be represented?”
↓

We take it to mean something like “If x is a P, then
in absence of information to the contrary, then infer that x is a Q”

↓
“If x is a P and it is consistent to assume that x is a Q, then infer
that x is a Q”

↓

P(x) : MQ(x)

Q(x)
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Translation (1)

“Most P’s are Q’s”
↓ (1)

“If x is a P and it is consistent to assume that x is Q,
then infer that x is a Q”

The same informal translation was used by McDermott&Doyle:

Nonmonotonic logic I (1980)

Same informal intuition, different formalizations:
I McDermott&Doyle

I Standard modal logic syntax (using M (= ¬K¬))
I Alternative semantics; but too weak!

I Reiter(1980): Default logic (DL)
I A restricted version of modal logic (e.g., no nested modalities)

(also using M)
I A brilliant semantic solution:

default extensions
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Moore’s critique

In 1983, Moore about McDermott&Doyle:

“Most P’s are Q’s”
6=

“If x is a P and it is consistent to assume that x is a
Q then x is a Q”

I The first is a default.

I The second is an autoepistemic proposition.

These are statements of a completely different nature.
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Autoepistemic propositions

Moore’s definition:

I An autoepistemic proposition ϕ: a statement of an agent
about the world and his own state of knowledge.

E.g., if I don’t know that I have an older brother then I have
no older brother.

I An autoepistemic theory:
I A set of autoepistemic propositions
I that makes up the knowledge of the agent.

All the agent knows is grounded in (i.e., derivable from) the
theory.
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Moore on defaults 6= autoepistemic propositions

I Default reasoning is nonmonotonic because of defeasibility.

Most Birds Fly
Tweety is a Bird

(No information that Tweety does not fly)
Tweety can fly

I Inferences from autoepistemic theories are not defeasible.

If I don’t know that I have an older brother, then I have none
(No knowledge of an older brother)

I have no older brother

I Autoepistemic reasoning is nonmonotonic because it is
self-referential.

I Adding propositions changes the information content, and
therefore, what the theory knows or does not know.
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Defaults versus autoepistemic propositions

I What is the link between
I (a) “Most P’s are Q’s”?”
I (b) “If an x is a P and it is consistent to assume that x is a Q

then INFER that x is a Q””?

I (b) is the instance of the informal defeasible inference rule on
the previous slide for the default (a).

I Reiter and McDermott&Doyle both sought to develop a logic
in which such (typically metal-logic) inference rules could be
expressed as expressions in the logic.

I A kind of autoepistemic logic is needed here.
I To query what is known or can be consistently assumed.

I A proposition 6= an inference rule.
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There are other defeasible inference rules

Most Swedes are Blond

Some Swede is not Blond

I This conclusion is a Gricean Maxim.

I Representation by normal defaults is inadequate:{
Swede(x) : M Blond(x)

Blond(x)

}
6|= ∃x(Swede(x)∧¬Blond(x))

I But the missing inference rule can be represented in DL?

: M∃x(Swede(x) ∧ ¬Blond(x))

∃x(Swede(x) ∧ ¬Blond(x))
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There are other defeasible inference rules

Most Swedes are Blond
Most Italians are Dark

Fredrik is Swede or Italian

Fredrik is Blond or Dark

I The representation by normal defaults is inadequate:
Swede(x) : M Blond(x)

Blond(x)
,

Italian(x) : M Dark(x)

Dark(x)
Swede(Fredrik) ∨ Italian(Fredrik)


6|= Blond(Fredrik) ∨ Dark(Fredrik)

I Missing (defeasible) inference rules could be added:

: M Blond(x)

Swede(x)⇒ Blond(x)
,

: M Dark(x)

Italian(x)⇒ Dark(x)
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Back to Reiter

I Reiter, on p. 2.
I “How to represent “Most P’s are Q’s”?”
I “We take it to mean ... “If an x is a P and it is consistent to

assume that x is a Q then INFER that x is a Q””

I This is a major leap:

I Reiter identifies the default proposition with a autoepistemic
proposition expressing one of its defeasible inferences.

I In the rest of the paper, he focusses on this autoepistemic
statement and designs a logic in which it can be represented.

I He does not engage in a semantic and logical study of
defaults of the form “Most P’s are Q’s”

I E.g., no exhaustive search of (defeasible) inferences that can
be drawn from such defaults.
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Conclusion I: Default logic is not a logic of defaults

Defaults are not autoepistemic propositions (Moore).

Reiter designs Default Logic for formalizing autoepis-
temic propositions (Moore, implicitly).

(Defeasible) inference rules can be phrased as au-
toepistemic propositions.

I But a normal default expression in Default Logic
captures only 1 of the defeasible inferences of
the corresponding default.

I DL and AEL can be used -to some extend- for certain forms
of default reasoning.
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State of the art

I The confusion introduced in Reiters paper still lives on in
some parts of NMR

I where Moore’s implicit criticism to Default Logic as a logic of
defaults remains unnoticed.

I A gentle warning: modifying Default Logic semantics to
capture more of the desired defeasible inferences of the
underlying default, is a misguided enterprise.

I An explanation for unclear relationships between Default Logic
and later more direct studies of defaults:

I Logics of conditional assertions A p∼ B (Lehmann 89, Pearl 90,
Lehmann, Magidor 92)

I Nonmonotonic inference relations (Makinson 89)
I . . .
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The link between DL and AEL

I Konolige (1988): Kon:DL→AEL

α : Mβ1, . . . , βn

γ
↓

Kα ∧ ¬K¬β1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬K¬βn ⇒ γ

I “Kon is equivalence preserving” (extensions ↔ expansions)
I “ AEL can be translated back into DL”

These claims had to be withdrawn (Konolige 1990)
I Gottlob(1995)

I There is a translation from DL to AEL
I But there is no modular translation.

⇒DL6= AEL!!
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DL versus AEL

I An well-known mismatch between DL and AEL:

P :

P
Kon−→ K (P)⇒ P

I 1 extension : the set of tautologies = Cn(∅))
I 2 expansions : Cn(∅) and Cn({P})

I The second expansion Cn({P}): a disturbing weakness of
Moore’s AEL:

I The belief in P is self-supported: we are forced to believe P for
no other reason than that we choose to believe P.

I (I imagine that Moore tried hard to avoid that expansion)

(Cn(T ): deductive closure of T )
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Generalized fixpoint theory

I DL and AEL are different “dialects” of autoepistemic
reasoning.

I Can we extend DL semantics to AEL?

I The solution was in (Denecker, Marek, Truszczyński 2003).

I Using a generalized algebraic fixpoint theory.

I With roots in Fittings algebraic characterisations of different
Logic Programming semantics.
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Generalized fixpoint theory

I Given lattice L, (monotone) bilattice operator A : L2 → L2

I Derived operators and fixpoints or least fixpoints

A : L2 → L2 Kripke-Kleene lfp
OA : L→ L OA(x) = A(x , x) supported fixp
SA : L→ L SA(x) = lfp(A(·, x)) stable fixpoint
SA : L2 → L2 SA(x , y) = (SA(y),SA(x)) well-founded lfp

I For LP, taking the Fitting’s three- or four-valued immediate
consequence operator for A, one gets all corresponding types
of LP semantics.

I (A three- or four-valued interpretation ∼= pair of 2-valued
ones, a bilatice element)
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Results for DL/AEL

I We then applied this theory to DL and AEL.

I Result I:
∆ DL theory

Kon−→ T AEL theory

E∆ KK-expansions
Kon−→ DT KK-expansions

E∆ Weak Extensions
Kon−→ DT Moore Expansions

S∆ Reiter extensions
Kon−→ ST Extensions

S∆ Well-founded extensions
Kon−→ ST Well-founded extensions

I Result II: “AEL can be translated back into DL”
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Conclusion II

I DL=AEL, in a deeper sense
I The four types of semantics formalize different dialects of

autoepistemic reasoning.
I Reiter and Moore formalized different dialects.

I Konolige’s intuition was basically right:

I DL
Kon−→ AEL

I Konolige failed because Reiter extensions and Moore
expansions are on different locations in the family.

I Once we correctly allign the dialects, Kon works perfectly.
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The next step: explaining these results

But what are these dialects, and how do they differ?

What do these abstract algebraic results tell us about the nature of
autoepistemic reasoning that Reiter and Moore formalized in such
different ways?

Why are there so many autoepistemic logics?
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Why there are so many AEL’s

The complexity of self-reference

I Self-reference is an extremely complex language phenomenon.
E.g.,

I if I believe ¬A then A holds
I if I believe B then B holds

are reminiscent of well-known paradoxes in philosophy:
I the liar paradox: “This sentence is false”
I the truth sayer: “This sentence is true”

I Extensive efforts in theory of truth to study these problems
(Tarksi, Kripke, Barwise, ...).

I Warning: it would be naive to expect a crisp, unique
formalization of autoepistemic reasoning.
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Step 1: the informal meaning of K in AEL

I An inherent intuition in autoepistemic reasoning:

What is known by an autoepistemic theory should be
“derivable” from the theory

i.e., “grounded” in the theory

I Therefore, we take as an informal interpretation :

Kϕ := “I can derive ϕ.”

(as opposed to e.g., “I know ϕ”)
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A significant choice

Consider the theory :

T =
{

K (P)
}

I Has no Moore expansions.

I Some have argued that Cn({P}) should be a belief set.

I Arguably, not an acceptable belief set of

T’ = { I can derive P }

I On the other hand, a point can be made to have Cn({P}) as
a belief set for T’ = { I know P } (Halpern&Moses 1984).
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Step 2, 3, . . . : Formalizing autoepistemic reasoning

I The hard part to formalize is:

What is known by an autoepistemic theory should be
“derivable” from the theory.

I All semantics require that a belief set B is justified by some
kind of derivation process (at least implicitly):

B0 → B1 → . . .→ Bn = B

I Different fixpoint characterizations correspond to different
forms of derivations and different degrees of groundedness.

I To understand different dialects of AEL, it is key to
understand the underlying derivations.
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Some standard formal preliminaries

Given a propositional vocabulary Σ, a modal theory T

I W: the set of Σ-interpretations, called worlds.
I A belief set: a set B ⊆ W of possible worlds.

I Formal belief state of ideally rational reflective agent

I A belief set determines a deductively closed theory Theo(B).
I The less possible worlds, the more knowledge:

I Define B ≤k B ′ if B ⊇ B ′.
I B ≤k B ′ ⇒ Theo(B) ⊆ Theo(B ′).

I Standard S5 evaluation
I (B,w |= Kϕ iff ∀w ′ ∈ B,B,w ′ |= ϕ)

I Define ϕB,w = t if B,w |= ϕ; otherwise ϕB,w = f.
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Derivation processes on the semantical level

In a semantical setting, a derivation process consists of:

I deriving that certain worlds are possible

I deriving that certain worlds are impossible

(E.g., deriving a formula ϕ corresponds to deriving that all worlds
violating ϕ are impossible.)
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Derivation in Moore’s expansion semantics

I B is an expansion of T if it has a one-step derivation:

B = B0 → B1 = B

where in this step
I derive w as possible if B,w |= T ,
I derive w as impossible otherwise.

I Equivalently, B = DT (B) = {w |B,w |= T} (Moore 1984)

I A very weak sort of derivation, a weak degree of
groundedness. No wonder that there are self-supporting
expansions.

Can we do better?
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A solidly grounded derivation, intuitively

Consider the theory:

T =
{

P ∧ (Q ∨ K (P))
}

(1) Initially, we don’t know what is known or not known. (e.g.,
K (P) is unknown).

I A world in which P is false is certainly impossible.
I The world {P,Q} is certainly possible.
I For {P}, it depends on K (P). We cannot tell yet.

We gained information:
I In all possible and unknown worlds, P is true.
I Therefore, K (P) is true.

(2) Now, we see that also {P} is certainty possible.

We now obtain belief set {{P}, {P,Q}} . This corresponds to
Cn({P}).
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Formalizing an inference step.

I At each step, we have partial information/assumptions B of
the intended belief set of T .

I This corresponds to a 3-valued set of worlds, called a partial
belief set:

B :W → {t, f,u}
I At each inference step B → B′, we turn some unknown world

w into possible or impossible, depending on the evaluation of
T in w and B.

I We need a three-valued truth evaluation function:

TB,w ∈ {t, f,u}

I We will define this in a moment.
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The semantic billatice operator A

This truth evaluation determines the semantic operator A used in
the generalized fixpoint theory:

A(B) = B′ where B′(w) = TB,w ,∀w ∈ W
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Precision order on partial (belief) sets

Partial (belief) sets have a natural precision order B≤p B′.
I Maximally precise: no unknown worlds;

(⇔standard belief sets).

I The least precise: all worlds unknown
denoted ⊥p.
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Kripke-Kleene derivation

I A derivation:

⊥p = B0 → B1 → . . .→ Bn

I At each step i, select an unknown world w so that TBi ,w 6= u
and refine Bi accordingly.

I If TBi ,w = t, w is derived to be possible.
I If TBi ,w = f, w is derived to be impossible.

I The limit is called the Kripke-Kleene expansion.

I It is the ≤p-least fixpoint of the semantic operator A.

I Solidly grounded derivation.

I It might be a partial belief set.

I Too weak.
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The well-founded derivation

I KK-derivation is too weak for {K (P)⇒ P}
We can derive that world {P} is possible but not that world
{} is possible.

I Ignorance is the default. That a world is possible should not
have to be derived. We need a principle of

maximizing ignorance(=minimizing knowledge)
I We allow additional derivation steps B → B′ where:

I Assume for a set U of unknown worlds, that they are possible.
(B = B′ except B(w) = u,B′(w) = t for w ∈ U).

I Condition: this assumption should support itself:

for each w ∈ U, TB′,w = t.

I A well-founded derivation is one that makes use of the two
inference steps.
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The well-founded derivation

I The limit of a well-founded derivation is the ≤p-least fixpoint
of the operator SA.

I It was called a well-founded extension of T .

I A solidly grounded derivation.

I It might be a partial belief set. E.g.,

{
¬K (P)→ Q,¬K (Q)→ P}

}
≡
{

: M¬P

Q
,

: M¬Q

P

}

All a well-founded derivation can derive is that {P,Q} is a
possible world.
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The stable derivation → Reiters extensions

I A partial belief set corresponds to a pair of belief sets

B ∼= (PP(B),CP(B))

where
I PP(B) = {w |B(w) = t ∨ u}: Potentially Possible worlds.
I CP(B) = {w |B(w) = t}: Certainly Possible worlds.

I A stable derivation for belief set B:

(W,B)→ (PP1,B)→ . . .→ (PPn+1,B)→ (B,B)

where PPi+1 = {w |T (PPi ,B),w = t ∨ u}
I Derive impossible worlds – assuming worlds in B are possible.
I Derive your knowledge – assuming your ignorance.

I If such a derivation can be built for B, B is a stable extension.
I If the well-founded extension is a total belief set, it is the

unique stable extension.
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The truth evaluation

Recall we need a three-valued truth evaluation function
TB,w ∈ {t, f,u}.

A(B) = B′ where B′(w) = TB,w ,∀w ∈ W

Desired properties of TB,w

I For belief set B, TB,w should be standard S5 evaluation.
I A(B) = DT (B) = {w |B,w |= T} (Moore’s operator)

I Monotonicity: if B≤p B′ then TB,w ≤p TB
′,w

I I.e., If w is (im)possible w.r.t., to B then also w.r.t. B′.

What are reasonable ways to formalize TB,w ?
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Truth evaluation

I Formalization I: Supervaluation-style

TB,w = glb≤p{TB,w |B ≤p B}

I TB,w = t if for every B approximated by B, TB,w = t.
I TB,w = f if for every B approximated by B, TB,w = f.
I TB,w = u otherwise.

I Formalization II: Extend Kleene-3-valued truth evaluation to
modal logic.

I (Kφ)B,w = f if φB,w ′
= f, for some B(w ′) = t

t if φB,w ′
= t, for all B(w ′) = t ∨ u

u otherwise

Reiter’s extensions fit here.
I (Other sensible formalization is possible.)
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A framework of semantics :

4× (Number of truth assignments)
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Precision of truth evaluation

I Supervaluation style TB,w is the most precise truth evaluation
satisfying the conditions that we imposed.

I We called the corresponding four *-semantics, the ultimate
*-semantics.

I A monotonicity property (some order in this diversity)
I The well-founded extension of a more precise truth evaluation

is more precise.
I More precise truth evaluations have more stable extentions.{

K (P)⇒ P,¬K (P)⇒ P
}
≡

{
P :
P

,
: M¬P

P

}
No Reiter extension, ultimate stable/wf extension corresponds
to Cn({P})

I Trading precision for efficiency:
I Ultimate semantics is one level higher in the polynomial

hierarchy.
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Summary

I Well-founded and stable construction stand out because they
minimize knowledge.

I Well-founded derivations are assumption-free.
I The highest level of groundedness.
I Something you would wish for a scientific theory.
I Call theories with total well-founded extension strongly

grounded theories.

I Stable derivations are not assumption-free.
I A lower level of groundedness.
I Sometimes needed. E.g., when using AEL/DL for representing

defeasible inference rules, conflicts easily arise. Well-founded
derivation stalls. Stable derivation offer a multi-perspective
point of view.

I Call such theories multi-perspective theories.
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Conclusion

I Reiter’s default logic is a better autoepistemic logic than
Moore’s AEL.

I But it is not a logic of defaults.
I A principled and intuitive framework with 4×∞ semantics

I (Its not the quantity that counts)
I Different degrees of groundedness, different positions on

maximising ignorance
I Selection of truth evaluation under uncertainty, where equally

well-principled solutions are possible.

I Infinite but ordered
I Monotonicity with respect to precision of truth evaluation
I Efficiency-Expressivity trade-off
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